
 

 

This is the Arizona Audit.  

It is time for Cyber Ninjas to turn over their report to the Senate Audit team and go home.  

Next Steps:   Today, August 23rd the first report was sent from the vendor, Cyber Ninjas, to the Senate.  

On Wednesday, the Senate Audit team has a meeting for an initial review of the findings.  The meeting 

so far consists of nine people including President Fann, Chairman Peterson, Liaison Ken Bennett, Advisor 

to Liaison Randy Pullen, a few lawyers and a few staffers. The AZ Audit team will review the draft report.  

The final AZ Audit report will be presented to the AZ Senate Judiciary Committee in a public hearing in 

September. It will take a few weeks to validate the vendors report.  

NOTE:  Today it was announced the CEO of the vendor, Cyber Ninjas, has been hospitalized with COVID 

and two staffers have come down with COVID.  We wish them a speedy recovery.  

Why Must Cyber Ninjas Leave?  

Vendor 

They are a vendor.  You have seen ‘Special Counsels’ at the national level. The appointed person 

presents in front of Congress not those he uses to compile or count or do the work.  It is not about Cyber 

or their work or their future work or their spin.  

HUGE Cyber Ninja Mistakes.  

The 74k number Logan threw out at the last Senate hearing was a disaster and was based on the 

wrong reports.  He should have been fired immediately for this ‘mistake’.  This along with his 

two previous ‘questions to the Maricopa BOS’ show complete ignorance of AZ Election Laws and 

horrid political instincts.  Arizona does not want to hear from him and there can be no mistakes.  

Logan attempts to fire or remove Ken Bennett from the third recount – what is THAT about?   



Logan had to turn over his list of donors and he made a $50k mistake in his total.   

This is about Arizona Elections.  You cannot make ‘mistakes’ like not adding correctly and not knowing 

what reports you are reading.  

Too Much Money – Part 1 

Cyber Ninjas reported receiving $5.7 million as of July 29th from the following:  

The America Project, Patrick Byrne  $3,250,000  

America’s Future, Michael Flynn   $ 976,514 

Voices and Votes, Christina Bobb, OANN            $605,000 

Defending the Republic, Sydney Powell  $550,000 

LDFFTAR / EIFFTAR, Matthew DePerno  $280,000  

 

These are warriors, including Logan, who have fought and stepped up to the plate for election integrity.  

If you haven’t read Patrick Byrnes ‘How DJT Lost the White House,’ please do. His insights and definition 

of all the pieces are accurate and profound.  It is long but trust me – read it.  What Flynn has endured is 

horrific. Sydney is a fighter.  

BUT I am sorry, they lost everything they tried.  Nov, Dec, Jan and for months and months afterwards. 

100’s of court cases (was it over 200?).  You can blame anyone you want to, the Judges, the BOS, the 

RNC, the GOP but they lost. And now here they are in Arizona with millions and millions of dollars trying 

to once again ‘prove’ their theories.  

You don’t hire someone who lost hundreds of court cases to try again. You find a new way.  

And we did in Arizona.  Arizona got the forensic audit.  We are perfectly capable of performing a real 

audit, all by ourselves.  

The Cyber Ninja Conspiracy Theory Problem 

Cyber Ninja’s by Friday has to turn over records related to its fundraisers for the ballot review and 

communications with the AZ Senate to the U.S. House Oversight and Reform Committee Congressional 

Committee. Can you imagine the circus if Cyber is trying to present ANYTHING to at a Senate hearing?  

All focus will be about the emails and messages - not the audit.  

Have you heard the name Jovan Pulitzer?  He has sworn since December there is bamboo paper from 

China and watermarks.  Well, he recanted this last Thursday.  No kidding. One week before the results 

came out.  He says on a different video he was paid $200k by Cyber Ninjas – to find bamboo and 

watermarks.  Sigh.  This is just one example of what we don’t need in Arizona.  

Arizona wants to hear the findings.  We want a professional Senate hearing. We want to hear from Ken 

Bennett.  We don’t want excuses or blaming or mistakes. We want it and we need it.  

 


